
 Abstract Details

Item Code Item Type Item Description Unit Calculated 
on Rate Quantity Calculated 

Rate Total Amount

10.e.1 HSRITEM 10.63.-Design mix cement concrete of grade M-10 with 
minimum cement contents 220 kg/cum in foundation and 
plint.

cum Through 
Rate

487.50 2,985.12 1,455,248.43

ADITEM ADITEM -(4.1A+5.2A) Stone sand bajri shingles spalls brick bats 
brick ballast stone metal malba within 10KM kead 31.25 

Cum NSADRate 5655.00 171.88 971,981.40

NSITEM NSITEM -Providing and making sawcut longitudinal joints between 
two lanes including cost of providing prtective coating of 
bituminous paint for 75mm

Meter NSADRate 1835.50 51.00 93,610.50

9.13 HSRITEM 9.13.-Shuttering for faces of concrete foundations and 
foundations beams (vertical or battering)

sqm Through 
Rate

300.00 153.25 45,975.00

24.a.1 HSRITEM 24.1.-Preparation  of sub grade, including  trenching, 
rough  dressing of spoil final dressing of earth,to given 
levels and camber,  watering, rolling with road roller, and 
compacting  the bed (Labour Rate A)

sqm Labour 
Rate

4875.00 3.90 19,017.37

NSITEM NSITEM -Providing and Laying Separation membrane Sheet 125 
micron thick imper able plastic sheet of approved quality of 
make IPCL, Shivalik or equivalent make, over the surface 
of DLC complete in all respects as per entire satisfaction of 
the Engineer-in-Charge.

Square 
Meter

NSADRate 4875.00 12.00 58,500.00

6.b.i.a HSRITEM 6.6-Earth work in excavation in foundations, trenches, etc. 
in all kinds of  soils, not exceeding 2 metres depth 
including dressing of bottom and  sides of trenches, 
stacking the excavated soil, clear from the edge of  
excavation and subsequent filling around masonry, in 15 
cm layers with compaction, including disposal of all surplus 
soil, as directed within a lead of 30 metres.

cum Labour 
Rate

975.00 58.17 56,720.86

Work Name Work Code Sub Division Estimate 
Amount

Lumpsum 
Amount

Total  
Amount

Construction of new RMC road from Groz Engineering 
near Kherki toll towards SPR road under Jurisdiction of 
MCG area.

GUR01220210219153
147

Gurgaon 9273606.56 463680.32 9737286.88



NSITEM NSITEM -Extra for making rough surface of the concrete pavement 
of providing non slippery by mechanical cutter for safe 
playing of vehicles as per entire satisfaction of the 
engineer-in-Charge

Square 
Meter

NSADRate 4875.00 1.00 4,875.00

NSITEM NSITEM -analysis of providing and laying in position machine 
batched, machine mixed and machine vibrated ready 
mixed cement concrete of grade M 40 with cement content 
not less then 420 kg/cum imparting minimum compressive 
strength of 40 mpa at 28 days

Cum NSADRate 975.00 5,592.00 5,452,200.00

NSITEM NSITEM -Dismentling of RMC 150mm to 200mm thick with 
hydroulic compresser mounted on JCB Complete. 
Rate=150/-

Square 
Meter

NSADRate 4680.00 150.00 702,000.00

NSITEM NSITEM -Providing and laying  granular sub base (GSB) Grading-III 
 SDS

Cum NSADRate 468.00 883.50 413,478.00

Total : 30001.00 10,061.82 9,273,606.56


